Those of type (1), form a group £?_ of order co = (/j2" -1 ) (pn -1 )pin. The operators with axx = 1 form a subgroup Ga, of order a>' = (pl<l -l)p*'\ Next, the operators of type (1)., form a group Ha ; those with o.xxa22 -ana2X = 1 form a subgroup Ha,. Finally, there are {(p2n -1 )p" j2 operators (1)3 with (2) axxon-ßxxryu = l, «22S22-/322722=1.
These and their products by PX2 = (^i^2)(vlV2) form a group A^,, tt= 2(p2n-l)2p2".
A subgroup A",,,, tr' = (/2" -1 )p2n is formed of the operators (3) ft -fc + Tufli.
*i -*i. £-•*»&+ 7*^21 9¿-£a£s+*B9,.
2. Theorem, i/^ a subgroup of S A (4, p") contains ff,,, it lies in G".
In particular, Ga is a maximal subgroup. We extend Gm, by a transformation S of SA (4, pn), not in Gw , and prove that the group obtained is SA ( 4, pn ). Give to S the notation (1) of H372.
By hypothesis, ßxx, ßX2, S¡2 are not all zero. We may assume that ßxx and ßX2
are not both zero, otherwise M2 S has ß'X2 = -SX2 4= 0, while M2 lies in Ga.
Let first ßxx = 0, ßX2 4= 0. Employing S~l if necessary, we may take ßxx = 0, ß2X 4= 0. Then /S" = SNlj2 , where axx + pß2X = 1, is of the form S with axx = 1, ßxx = 0, ß2X 4= 0 . Now Ga, contains a transformation T which leaves wx fixed and replaces £t by the same function £,+ ••• that <£>' does. Then Sx = T^S' leaves f fixed and has /3U = 0. The abelian conditions give
The product S2 m SXU~\ where U = (¡¡% |g) on £2 and ??2, is fí""fl1 ^ = ^l + #12 £i+ ê127?2' fi-lg+'^fl» ^2 = ^2 + ^21 fl • By the hypothesis on ¿S", S2 is not in írM, so that /312 and Bx2 are not both zero. Now ff,, contains an operator V which leaves |, and vx unaltered and replaces f2 by -«_1(/8,2^2 + ^12^2)' wnere K is any mark 4= 0. Then F~1&!F= RX,2,KNow ü/j-1 transforms the latter into Q2i x . But (rB, contains Ç1|2,«-Hence we reach Ha is a maximal subgroup. I omit the proof, which is of the same character as that of § 2.
Theorem.
If\ for p>2, a subgroup of SA(4,p") contains F^,, it lies in Fn or Ga. In particular, F" is a maximal subgroup.* We extend Fn, by a transformation S of SA(4, p"), lying in neither Fn nor ff,, and prove that the group obtained is SA(4, pn).
Giving S the notation (1) of H372, we have ay, yX2, ßX2, oX2 not all zero, since S does not lie in F" .
Applying Bx A on the right, we may suppose that ay and yX2 are not both zero. We may take oy +-0, applying M2 on the left if necessary.
Finally, applying T2i¡>B2¡a on the left, we may take ax2 = 1, yx2 = 0. Then if 7 4= 0, Z~lT%k ZT2¡{ = Qx¡%w. If p > 2, we reach every Q,,2,T Then
transforms Lx into L'x¡ p^. We thus reach every transformation of determinant unity on f, and ?/,, and then SA(4,pn).
Case (ô). Let next BX2 4= 0. Applying L2: on the left we may make ß = 0.
We thus have a transformation S' with ot12 = 1, 712 = 0, ßX2= 0, 812 4= 0.
Since 8' is not in A"ff, a22, y^, /322, 822 are not all zero. Applying M2 on the right, we may assume that a22 and 722 are not both zero in S'.
(bx). Let first a22 4= 0. We may set a22 = 1 by multiplying by T2\n on the right.
Then V= E2y_yseS'LXiwSTiL2i_ß22 is of the form ( The number of operators thus reached is ( 2" -1 )2 + 1, which exceeds \22n if n > 1, so that they generate F22n below.
If p = 2, n = 1, then k' = c = ad -ah.
Theorem.
For p" > 2, the commutator subgroup of G in is 7. The group [a= 0} is commutative of type (1, 1, 1) and hence has P2 + P + 1 subgroups of order p2. As in §5, it follows that, for jd> 2, the commutator group of either {d = 0} or{a = td},t+0, is formed of the operators [k, 0, 0, 0] , and contains the pth power of every S.
Hence either group has exactly p + 1 subgroups of order p2. They are seen to be the ones given in the following Ha of operators ( 1 )2 Gu of operators ( 1 ),
Tpi , -L 1, an ■*-2, as, {« = 0}, TXtauT2ia2l, PX2 2p*(p2 -1) operators (11)! {a=d}, TXia3T2ta
Gm of operators ( 1 ) General plan of the subsequent investigation.
9. Let H be a subgroup of order piX of SA (4, p), i > 0, X prime to p, p > 2.
Applying a suitable transformation within SA (4, p), we may assume that H contains a subgroup Gpi lying in the G , of § § 5-7.
If H contains Gpi self-con jugately, H lies in one of the groups in the second column of the table in § 8, and hence lies in Ga, Hu, or ( Gpl, Tx aii T2¡ m ).
In this case the determination of H depends upon the determination* of all subgroups of the binary linear-homogeneous group of determinant unity. Suppose next that Gpi is not self-conjugate in H. Let pm be the maximal order of a subgroup common to Gp, and any of its conjugates under H; let £? be such a subgroup. By a theorem j-discovered independently by Burnside and Frobenius, H must contain an operator S, of period prime to p, commutative with G " but not with Gpi.
Now, if p > 2, (p* -l)(p2 -1) has no factor of the form 1 + p3x, x > 0. For if so, call the quotient q. Then 0 <q<p3, -p2 + 1 = q (mod p3).
Hence q = p3 -p2 + 1. But the latter is relatively prime to (p2 -1 )2, and exceeds p2 + 1 if p > 2.
Hence the number of conjugates to G ¡ in H is not = 1 (mod p3), so that J m = i -2 . We may set m= i -1 or i -2 . Then /322 + 0 since S is not commutative with G ,. The quotient-group § (?u / {d = 0} maybe taken concretely as the group of the products Tx XU, U a binary transformation of determinant unity on |2 and rj2. Also, Gpi/ {d = 0} is (B2y). Then, by § 10, we reach every U. These, with Gpi, generate Ga,. Hence, by § 2, H is a subgroup of Ga ■ For {a = 0}, S is of the form (1) 14. Let i = 3,m = l. If Gp = (Lx¡¡íL%x), then Gp3= { a = 0 J. Since (11)2 is of the form (1)2, this case is excluded by § 8. If Gp = ( B), p being > 3, then G3={a=d}; so that ( § 8) any operator commutative with G, is commutative with Gp3. Let finally Gp-(Lxx). Let first Gp3 be {a=6| so that S is of the form (l)x with ß22 4= 0. Then ¿? transforms [0, 0, 1, 0] into [2ana12, -axlß22, ana.22, 0] , which extends Gpi to Gpi, in contradiction with í = 3.
The same argument excludes Gp3 = {a = d } . We may set s = 0 by transforming by [0, 0, -s, 0] , which is commutative with (Bx< i).
The argument at the end of § 14 excludes { a = d = 0 }. Let G " = {a = c=0}. Now S transforms [&, 0, 0, 7] into 2 , given by the second matrix of II when a = c = 0. The supposition ß22 = 0 contradicts i = 2.
If ay =j= 0, we employ 2 for 7 = a~2 ß~2 . Hence we may set ß.n 4= 0, at.22 = 0 in S. Then, for 7 = -ß~2, 2 Bx _k, has the form B'2 x Qx 2 s. This is transformed into B2 x Bx 82 by Xx 2 _a, which is commutative with { a = c = 0 }. Hence H contains B2 x and { a = c = 0 }, which generate Fn, of §l.
By §4, ¿Hies in it; or <?". Hence, H contains Gp2 and U0>,.
Then //" contains X= Lxti>U<r~}ExU0i, and JT, the transform of ^ by [2, 2, 2, 2]X. Now iVj 2 2 transforms (r^s into itself, and F" into Bx2-/tU()tX. We may thus assume that H contains Gp2 and £7¡, ,.
Then ÜT contains X-xEXiîE_xU»\Ex= [-1,-2,0,0], which belongs to Gpi, but not to G ., contrary to i = 2.
16. Let next 6? =(Zí1(jt¿21). Then S is of the form (11)2, a special case of (1)2. Hence S transforms { a = 0 } into itself. But the only Gpi containing G are {a = c = 0} and {a = 0,k = rc + p,d}.
Hence S transforms either of these into a subgroup of G 4, in contradiction with i = 2.
17. Let finally Gp=(B),p being > 3. Then É? , must be either {a = d=0}, or { a = d, c = ad + Ja72 j. 18. It remains to consider the H 2N no two of whose subgroups G 2 have in common an operator 4= I.
Hence the number of conjugate G 2 is M, where M = 1 (mod p2 ). It is readily shown that the only factors of the form 1 + p2x of a> = (p4 -1 ) (p2 -1 ) are 1, p2 + 1, (p2 -1 )2 and a>. Hence if H is of index < t, where t = (p4 -1 )/(p -1 ), we may set M= p2 + 1 or (p2 -1 )2. The latter case is immediately excluded in view of the orders of the largest subgroups containing a G 2 self-con jugately ( §8). For M = p2 + 1, Gpi is self-conjugate in a G¡2t within H, where t divides (p2 -l)2. In fact, t ^ 2 (p2 -1 ) by § 8. Hence, for p > 3, ¿Tis of index > t. 19 . If a subgroup H of order pX is of index < t , then X = as. The details of the exclusion ( for p > 3 ) of this isolated case will be omitted, in view of an anticipated treatment of all orders pX.
In this direction I have shown that any HpN with more than one C conjugate with ( Bx x ) may be transformed into the group T of the binary transformations of determinant unity on f. and r\x, or else into a direct product of T and a binary group on f2 and tj2 with no operator of period p (and hence of order 2, 4d, 24, 48 or 120 ).
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